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One of Grant Morrison's most controversial and trippiest and abstract comic book titles! Follow the adventures of The
Invisibles, a secret organization out to battle against physical and psychic oppression brought upon humanity by the
interdimensional alien gods of the Archons of Outer Church! Collects THE INVISIBLES #1-12, ABSOLUTE VERTIGO #1.
In 1987, Anthrax unleashed a heavy metal & pop culture touchstone with the release of their historic Among the Living album!
Now Anthrax & Z2 invite you to explore the album like never before with this original anthology graphic novel! Each song on
the album is given an original story by an amazing creative team, along with extra content and the introduction of the new
NOTMAN designed by Greg Nicetero (Walking Dead)! Come on this dark journey into the ‘87 underground in America with
these esteemed creators...
"Originally published in single magazine form in Preacher 1-12."
She's a romantic at heart, living in the most unromantic of worlds . . . Nicknamed Sweet Abelli for her docile nature, Elena
smiles on cue and has a charming response for everything. She's the favored daughter, the perfect mafia principessa . . . or
was. Now, all she can see in the mirror's reflection is blood staining her hands like crimson paint. They say first impressions
are everything . . . In the murky waters of New York's underworld, Elena's sister is arranged to marry Nicolas Russo. A Made
Man, a boss, a cheat-even measured against mafia standards. His reputation stretches far and wide and is darker than his black
suits and ties. After his and Elena's first encounter ends with an accidental glare on her part, she realizes he's just as rude as
he is handsome. She doesn't like the man or anything he stands for, though that doesn't stop her heart from pattering like rain
against glass when he's near, nor the shiver that ghosts down her spine at the sound of his voice. And he's always near. Telling
her what to do. Making her feel hotter than any future brother-in-law should. Elena may be the Sweet Abelli on the outside, but
she's beginning to learn she has a taste for the darkness, for rough hands, cigarettes, and whiskey-colored eyes. Having
already escaped one scandal, however, she can hardly afford to be swept up in another. Besides, even if he were hers,
everyone knows you don't fall in love with a Made Man . . . right? This is a standalone forbidden romance.
WINNER OF THREE EISNER AWARDS. As Yorick Brown, the last man on Earth, begins to make his way across the country to
California, he and his companions are forced to make an unscheduled stop in Marrisville, Ohio-a small town with a big secret.
Collects issues #6-10 of the runaway hit Vertigo series by Brian K. Vaughan (EX-MACHINA, RUNAWAYS) and Pia Guerra.
Y: THE LAST MAN, winner of three Eisner Awards and one of the most critically acclaimed, best-selling comic books series of
the last decade, is that rare example of a page-turner that is at once humorous, socially relevant and endlessly surprising.
Written by Brian K. Vaughan (LOST, PRIDE OF BAGHDAD, EX MACHINA) and with art by Pia Guerra, this is the saga of
Yorick Brown-the only human survivor of a planet-wide plague that instantly kills every mammal possessing a Y chromosome.
Accompanied by a mysterious government agent, a brilliant young geneticist and his pet monkey, Ampersand, Yorick travels
the world in search of his lost love and the answer to why he's the last man on earth. Collects Y THE LAST MAN #1-10.
Special Agents Shaw and McGregor handle the routine cases nowadays, which is just the way Shaw likes it. Shes pushing 40, a
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borderline burnout, the ghastly memories of her last investigation still clinging like shadows. McGregor is younger, more
dedicated, hanging onto some measure of idealism whatever the world might throw at him.
Yorick Brown, the only human male to survive a global sex-specific plague, may not be unique for much longer. As he makes
his way across the remains of America (together with a secret government agent, a cloning specialist, and the only other male
mammal to survive, Ampersand the monkey), the last man on Earth is about to have an unexpected visitation from above.
Three astronauts are descending from the exhausted International Space Station, and two of them are men.
Death, the High Cost of Living
Y: the Last Man Compendium Two
The Deluxe Edition
Y: the Last Man Omnibus
A Novel
Paper Girls: the Complete Story
Wolverine
Y: The Last Man Compendium One (TV Tie-In)
Logan
Y the Last Man Book Three

A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS In 2002, the world changes forever. Every man, every boy, every mammal
with a Y chromosome everywhere on Earth suddenly collapses and dies. With the loss of nearly
half the planetÕs population, the gears of society grind to a halt, and a world of women is left
to pick up the pieces and try to keep civilization from collapsing entirely. The Ògendercide,Ó
however, is not absolutely complete. For some unknown reason, one young man named Yorick Brown
and his pet male monkey, Ampersand, are spared. Overnight, this anonymous twenty-something
becomes the most important person on the planet - the key, it is hoped, to unlocking the secret
of the mysterious sex-specific plague. For Yorick himself, the cause of the epidemic is less
important than the fate of his beloved fiancŽe, Beth. Now, after nearly four years and countless
grueling miles, the final answers are about to be revealed-and the truth may be more than any
man could bear. In the conclusion to their acclaimed VERTIGO series Y: THE LAST MAN, writer
Brian K. Vaughan and artist Pia Guerra bring to vivid life the age-old speculation: What would
really happen to the last man on Earth? Collects Y: THE LAST MAN #49-60.
REESE'S BOOK CLUB PICK INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER THE PAPER PALACE IS: “Filled with
secrets, love, lies and a summer beach house. What more could you ask?”—Parade “A deeply
emotional love story…the unraveling of secrets, lies and a very complex love triangle.” —Reese
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Witherspoon (Reese’s Book Club July ’21 Pick) "Nail-biting." —Town & Country “A magnificent pageturner.” —Cynthia D’Aprix Sweeney, New York Times bestselling author “[An] irresistible
placement of a complicated family in a bewitching place.” —The New York Times A story of summer,
secrets, love, and lies: in the course of a singular day on Cape Cod, one woman must make a lifechanging decision that has been brewing for decades. “This house, this place, knows all my
secrets.” It is a perfect August morning, and Elle, a fifty-year-old happily married mother of
three, awakens at “The Paper Palace”—the family summer place which she has visited every summer
of her life. But this morning is different: last night Elle and her oldest friend Jonas crept
out the back door into the darkness and had sex with each other for the first time, all while
their spouses chatted away inside. Now, over the next twenty-four hours, Elle will have to
decide between the life she has made with her genuinely beloved husband, Peter, and the life she
always imagined she would have had with her childhood love, Jonas, if a tragic event hadn’t
forever changed the course of their lives. As Heller colors in the experiences that have led
Elle to this day, we arrive at her ultimate decision with all its complexity. Tender yet
devastating, The Paper Palace considers the tensions between desire and dignity, the legacies of
abuse, and the crimes and misdemeanors of families.
Don't be THE LAST MAN to get the brand-new compendium collection packed to the brim with
stories! Yorick is just an average guy. He loves his girlfriend, Beth, and his Capuchin monkey,
Ampersand. He's figuring out his life, just like everyone else...until every living being with a
Y chromosome suddenly dies in a mysterious pandemic. Everyone except Yorick. Now Yorick and
Ampersand must navigate the postapocalyptic world they've been left...a world where men are
rare...maybe even rare enough to make Yorick a trophy to be hunted. Yorick will travel the world
in search of his lost love and the answer to why he's the last man on Earth. Collects the first
31 issues of this award-winning series written by Brian K. Vaughan in one place!
Don't miss the thrilling conclusion to Y: The Last Man Compendium One! Picking up where Y: The
Last Man Compendium One leaves off, Yorick is the only human survivor of a planet-wide plague
that instantly kills every mammal with a Y chromosome--but just when Dr. Mann discovers the
answer to how Yorick and Ampersand survived the mysterious plague, an unforeseen adversary
swoops in and steals a major key to the possible cure. Yorick Brown's long journey through an
Earth populated only by women comes to a dramatic, unexpected conclusion in this thrilling
compendium edition collecting Y: The Last Man #32-60!
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The smash-hit series from BRIAN K. VAUGHAN and CLIFF CHIANG continues with a bold new direction,
as intrepid young newspaper deliverers Erin, Mac, and Tiffany find themselves launched from 1988
to a distant and terrifying future...the year 2016. Collects PAPER GIRLS #6-10
Examines the effects of television culture on how we conduct our public affairs and how
"entertainment values" corrupt the way we think.
Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe is the beloved cult classic about
family, friendship and first love, from award-winning author Benjamin Alire Sáenz. This lyrical
novel will enrapture readers of John Green, Love, Simon and Call Me by Your Name. Aristotle is
an angry teen with a brother in prison. Dante is a know-it-all who has a unique perspective on
life. When the two meet at the swimming pool, they seem to have nothing in common. But as the
loners start spending time together, they develop a special friendship – the kind that changes
lives and lasts a lifetime. And it is through this friendship that Ari and Dante will learn the
most important truths about the universe, themselves and the kind of people they want to be.
This incredibly moving and powerful Printz Honor Book follows two teen boys learning to open
themselves up to love, despite the world being against them. 'A tender, honest exploration of
identity' – Publishers Weekly
WINNER OF THREE EISNER AWARDS. After a devastating plague, Yorrick Brown is the last man left
alive in a world of women. On the run from Amazon extremists who would be happy to see him dead,
his friends leave him in the care of Agent 711. But 711 is not the tragic woman she seems to be
and Yorrick is propelled into a drug-fuelled nightmare of blood and sadism. Collects issues
#18-23 of the runaway hit Vertigo series by Brian K. Vaughan (EX-MACHINA, RUNAWAYS) and Pia
Guerra.
The multi-award-winning international bestseller
Paper Girls Vol. 2
100 Bullets
The Last Man
Y: The Last Man Book Four
DMZ Book Three
Y: The Last Man, Vol. 2: Cycles
Y
To Sir Phillip, with Love
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Public Discourse in the Age of Show Business
Now that he has his memories intact and can fully recall his past, Wolverine decides to settle a score with an old enemy.
Yorick and Agent 355 continue towards Australia, where he hopes to find his lost girlfriend, Beth - but encounters await with
Russian cosmonauts, a possibly-crazed dominatrix, and the dangerous Amazons, who count Yorick's sister among their number
The first of three volumes chronicling the entire NORTHLANDERS saga! Writer BRIAN WOOD (DMZ, REBELS, THE MASSIVE),
with a lineup of acclaimed artists including DAVIDE GIANFELICE (DAREDEVIL: REBORN) and RYAN KELLY (LUCIFER), brings
his modern, stylish sensibility a thousand years into the past. The British Isles were a tempting target to the Vikings, who craved
lush land to farm and rich monasteries to plunder, and the fractured Saxon kingdoms were barely able to resist. But as time
progressed and the centuries-old pagan belief in nature, the fates, and a raucous warrior afterlife were gradually replaced by the
rigid traditions of Christianity, a dark ages culture war took shape. An exiled Viking warrior returns to Orkney to claim a family title
in “Sven The Returned.
Don't be THE LAST MAN to get the incredible compendium collection packed to the brim with stories! Yorick is just an average
guy. He loves his girlfriend, Beth, and his Capuchin monkey, Ampersand. He's figuring out his life, just like everyone else...until
every living being with a Y chromosome suddenly dies in a mysterious pandemic. Everyone except Yorick. Now Yorick and
Ampersand must navigate the postapocalyptic world they've been left...a world where men are rare...maybe even rare enough to
make Yorick a trophy to be hunted. Yorick will travel the world in search of his lost love and the answer to why he's the last man on
Earth. Collects the first 31 issues of this award-winning series written by Brian K. Vaughan in one place!
A New York Times Bestseller From #1 New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn comes the story of Eloise Bridgerton, in the
fifth of her beloved Regency-set novels featuring the charming, powerful Bridgerton family, now a series created by Shondaland
for Netflix. ELOISE'S STORY Sir Phillip knew that Eloise Bridgerton was a spinster, and so he'd proposed, figuring that she'd be
homely and unassuming, and more than a little desperate for an offer of marriage. Except . . . she wasn't. The beautiful woman on
his doorstep was anything but quiet, and when she stopped talking long enough to close her mouth, all he wanted to do was kiss
her . . . and more. Did he think she was mad? Eloise Bridgerton couldn't marry a man she had never met! But then she started
thinking . . . and wondering . . . and before she knew it, she was in a hired carriage in the middle of the night, on her way to meet
the man she hoped might be her perfect match. Except . . . he wasn't. Her perfect husband wouldn't be so moody and illmannered, and while Phillip was certainly handsome, he was a large brute of a man, rough and rugged, and totally unlike the
London gentlemen vying for her hand. But when he smiled . . . and when he kissed her . . . the rest of the world simply fell away,
and she couldn't help but wonder . . . could this imperfect man be perfect for her?
Former soldier and new mom Alana has already survived lethal assassins, rampaging armies and alien monstrosities, but now she
faces her greatest challenge yet: the in-laws.
"Funny and scary…an utterly believable critique of society. A+"—THE WASHINGTON POST"The best graphic novel I've ever
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read."—STEPHEN KING"This year's best movie is a comic book."—ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO"A
seriously funny, nuanced fable...Grade A."—ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY Y: THE LAST MAN, winner of three Eisner Awards and
one of the most critically acclaimed, best-selling comic books series of the last decade, is that rare example of a page-turner that is
at once humorous, socially relevant and endlessly surprising. Written by Brian K. Vaughan (Lost, PRIDE OF BAGHDAD, EX
MACHINA) and with art by Pia Guerra, this is the saga of Yorick Brown—the only human survivor of a planet-wide plague that
instantly kills every mammal possessing a Y chromosome. Accompanied by a mysterious government agent, a brilliant young
geneticist and his pet monkey, Ampersand, Yorick travels the world in search of his lost love and the answer to why he's the last
man on earth. Collecting issues #1-5.
Yorick and Agent 355 prepare for their final quest to reunite the last man with his lost love, while the person, people or thing
behind the disaster that wiped out half of humanity is revealed. Then, Yorick Brown's long journey through an Earth populated only
by women comes to a dramatic and unexpected conclusion.
Saga Book Three
Y The Last Man Book One
Y: The Last Man Book Three
Symbiote Spider-Man
One small step
Our Way
Walk Through Hell
Anthrax: Among The Living
The Sweetest Oblivion
The Paper Palace

THE ULTIMATE BINGE-READ! Collecting the first nine volumes of the critically acclaimed, New York Times bestselling
series into one massive paperback, this compendium tells the entire story (so far!) of a girl named Hazel and her star-crossed
parents. Features 1,400 pages of gorgeously graphic full-color artwork, including a new cover from Eisner Award-winning
SAGA co-creator FIONA STAPLES. Collects SAGA #1-54
Every man, every boy and every other mammal with a Y chromosome everywhere on Earth is dead. The gears of society
grind to a halt following the loss of nearly half the planet's population, and a world of women are left to pick up the pieces
and try to keep civilization from collapsing entirely. The "gendercide," however, is not absolutely complete. For some
unknown reason, one young man named Yorick Brown and his male monkey, Ampersand, are spared. Overnight, this
anonymous twentysomething becomes the most important person on the planet-the key, it is hoped, to unlocking the secret of
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the mysterious sex-specific plague. For Yorick himself, the most important person on the planet is 7,000 miles away-and he
will stop at nothing to find her. But with an entire ocean still standing between them, chances for a reunion are fading-and
new threats are closing in from every side. Writer Brian K. Vaughan and artist Pia Guerra's acclaimed VERTIGO series Y:
THE LAST MAN brings to vivid life the age-old speculation: What would really happen to the last man on Earth? Collects Y:
THE LAST MAN #24-36.
The story of civil engineer Mitchell Hundred, who becomes America's first living, breathing super-hero after a strange
accident gives him the power to communicate with machines. Eventually Mitchell tires of risking his life merely to maintain
the status quo, retires from masked crime fighting and runs for mayor of New York City, winning by a landslide after the
events of 9/11.
When a plague of unknown origin kills every mammal with a Y chromosome, Yorick Brown discovers that he is the only male
left and embarks on a transcontinental journey to discover why.
Finally, the entire Eisner Award-winning epic in onecomplete volume, with a new cover from co-creator CLIFFCHIANG!
Four12-year-old newspaper delivery girls from the year 1988 uncover the mostimportant story of all time. Suburban drama
and otherworldly mysteries collidein this critically acclaimed series about nostalgia, first jobs, and the lastdays of childhood.
Collects PAPER GIRLS #1-30
Collects Symbiote Spider-Man (2019A) #1-5. Back to black! Everyone knows the infamous living costume Spider-Man
accidentally brought back from the Secret Wars eventually became the wicked web-slinger known as Venom — but what
happened before Peter Parker discovered the suit’s sinister symbiotic secret? Find out in this dynamic tale from comics
legends Peter David and Greg Land! Set during the original “Alien Costume Saga,” this all-new story pits the black-suited
wall-crawler against that most mystifying of menaces: Mysterio! Uncovering a shameful secret from the Black Cat’s past,
Mysterio may have found the blackmail necessary to get close to Spider-Man’s remarkable new suit — and in doing so will set
Felicia down a path where any misstep could result in her losing Peter forever! Is this the beginning of the end for Spidey and
the Cat?
At long last, it's finally time for the THIRD massivehardcover collection of SAGA, the critically acclaimed sci-fi/fantasy
seriesfrom the multiple Eisner Award-winning team of artist FIONA STAPLES and writerBRIAN K. VAUGHAN. Collecting
18 of the most shocking and impactful issues fromthe epic tale of Hazel and her star-crossed parents, this deluxe
editionfeatures a striking, all-new original cover from Fiona Staples, as well asexclusive, never-before-seen extras.
DeluxeHardcover format - 7.25"" x 10.875 CollectsSAGA #37-54
The continuation of Brian K. Vaughan and artist Pia GuerraÕs acclaimed VERTIGO series Y: THE LAST MAN brings to
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vivid life the age-old speculation: What would really happen to the last man on Earth? In 2002, the world changes forever.
Every man, every boy, every mammal with a Y chromosome everywhere on Earth suddenly collapses and dies. With the loss
of nearly half the planetÕs population, the gears of society grind to a halt, and a world of women are left to pick up the pieces
and try to keep civilization from collapsing entirely. The Ògendercide,Ó however, is not absolutely complete. For some
unknown reason, one young man named Yorick Brown and his pet male monkey, Ampersand, are spared. Overnight, this
anonymous twenty-something becomes the most important person on the planetÑthe key, it is hoped, to unlocking the secret
of the mysterious sex-specific plague. For Yorick himself, the most important person on the planet has been agonizingly out of
reach. But now, after three long years and 10,000 arduous miles, the last man is closing in on the truth about his lost
fiancŽeÑand the shocking facts behind his own survival. Collects Y: THE LAST MAN #37-48
Ex Machina Book Five
Y: The Last Man, Vol. 4: Safeword
The Last Man. Book five
Y, the Last Man
Preacher, Book One
Amusing Ourselves to Death
Saga: Compendium One
The Invisibles Book One Deluxe Edition
To Kill a Kingdom
Batman: Earth One

Y: THE LAST MAN is the gripping saga of Yorick Brown, an unemployed and unmotivated slacker who discovers that he is
the only male left in the world after a plague of unknown origin instantly kills every mammal with a Y chromosome.
Accompanied by his mischievous monkey and the mysterious Agent 355, York embarks on a transcontinental journey to find
his girlfriend and discover why he is the last man on Earth. Now, the entire critically acclaimed Y: THE LAST MAN saga
written by Brian K. Vaughan, one of the writers of LOST, is collected into a series of oversized, hardcover editions. In this
third volume, Yorick's unbalanced sister Hero tracks him to San Francisco, only to find him seemingly succumbing to the
male-killing plague after losing his still-unused engagement ring to agents of the Setauket Ring. Plus, Yorick, Agent 355 and
Dr. Mann ship out across the Pacific to Japan in pursuit of Yorick's stolen monkey Ampersand, whose innards may hold the
key to mankind's future. This volume collects Y: The Last Man #24-36
#1 NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! Batman is not a hero. He is just a man. Fallible, vulnerable and angry. In a Gotham City
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where friend and foe are indistinguishable, Bruce Wayne's path toward becoming the Dark Knight is riddled with more
obstacles than ever before. Focused on punishing his parents’ true killers, and the corrupt police that allowed the criminals
to go free, Bruce Wayne's thirst for vengeance fuels his mad crusade and no one, not even Alfred, can stop him. In the
tradition of the #1 NEW YORK TIMES best-selling SUPERMAN: EARTH ONE, writer Geoff Johns and artist Gary Frank reimagine a new mythology for the Dark Knight, where the familiar is no longer the expected in this long-awaited original
graphic novel from DC Comics.
"Y: The last man created by Brian K. Vaughan and Pia Guerra."
Written by Neil Gaiman; Art by Chris Bachalo, Mark Buckingham, and Dave McKean From the pages of Neil Gaiman's
SANDMAN comes the young, pale, perky, and genuinely likable Death. One day in every century, Death walks the Earth to
better understand those to whom she will be the final visitor. Today is that day. As a young mortal girl named Didi, Death
befriends a teenager and helps a 250-year old homeless woman find her missing heart. What follows is a sincere musing on
love, life and (of course) death.
Dark and romantic YA fantasy for fans of Sarah J Maas - about the siren with a taste for royal blood and the prince who has
sworn to destroy her. Princess Lira is siren royalty and the most lethal of them all. With the hearts of seventeen princes in
her collection, she is revered across the sea. Until a twist of fate forces her to kill one of her own. To punish her daughter, the
Sea Queen transforms Lira into the one thing they loathe most - a human. Robbed of her song, Lira has until the winter
solstice to deliver Prince Elian's heart to the Sea Queen or remain a human forever. The ocean is the only place Prince Elian
calls home, even though he is heir to the most powerful kingdom in the world. Hunting sirens is more than an unsavoury
hobby - it's his calling. When he rescues a drowning woman in the ocean, she's more than what she appears. She promises to
help him find the key to destroying all of sirenkind for good. But can he trust her? And just how many deals will Elian have to
barter to eliminate mankind's greatest enemy?
Nathan Mercer, the only man in my life.Loving him was never an option.We met ten years ago, when we started at the same
company on the same day. Both new in town and with nobody else to rely on, we quickly became friends.And while Nathan
went on to rule San Francisco, I'm still doing the same job with the same people.We finish each other's sentences, we spend
Christmas together and he sleeps at my house more than his.He's beautiful.... beyond belief.In another life, he's probably my
soul mate.However, lately things have changed. He's started looking at me differently.His eyes drop to my lips as I speak.His
hugs are tighter.... longer.Our fights are more passionate, his jealousy insane.I know it's all in my head....it has to be.They say
to never love someone who treats you like you're ordinary.I don't. To him I'm a queen.But our story is complicated.And as
much as I love Nathan Mercer with all of my heart. . .He's the one man I can never have.
In the near future, America's worst nightmare has come true. With military adventurism overseas bogging down the Army
and National Guard, the U.S. government mistakenly neglects the very real threat of anti-establishment militias scattered
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across the 50 states. Like a sleeping giant, Middle America rises up and violently pushes its way to the shining seas, coming
to a standstill at the line in the sand- Manhattan or, as the world now knows it, the DMZ. In this volume, a new leader rises in
the DMZ--but what will that mean for Matty Roth, a journalist who calls the zone home? After a near-tragic misadventure in
Staten Island, Matty returns to find Parco Delgado in office as provisional governor of New York. Matty's first task under the
Delgado regime? Tracking down the source of one of the DMZ's greatest urban legends. Collects DMZ #29-44.
Saga #8
Cycles
Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe
Y: the Last Man Compendium One
Y: The Last Man Book Five
Bridgerton
Northlanders Book 1: The Anglo-Saxon Saga
Y: The Last Man, Vol. 1: Unmanned
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